
10 Tier Black Shoe Rack Metal Shoe Storage Organizer Rack 50-Pair Large
Capacity

RRP: $104.95

Are you tired of seeing shoes scattered all over the floor? Our 10-tier shoe

rack offers a practical solution by providing ample storage space for every

member of your family. From adult shoes to children's shoes, flats to

sneakers, and even high-top shoes, this sleek and functional metal shoe

shelf will offer them a sturdy "home."

Quality and Ideal Size - Crafted from high-quality metal material, our shoe

storage rack ensures durability and stability. It has a substantial weight

capacity, making it resistant to breakage and collapse. Unlike plastic or

non-woven fabric shoe racks, our steel tube construction ensures strength

and eliminates wobbling. 

Generous Capacity & Space-Saving - Despite its compact footprint, this

shoe stand maximizes vertical stacking, optimizing space utilization. It can

hold approximately 35-50 pairs of shoes, making it suitable for most

families. (Since shoe sizes vary, we cannot provide an exact count, but

rest assured, if you need a large-capacity shoe rack, this is the perfect

choice!) With ten layers available, there's no need to worry about running

out of space.

Removable and Height-Adjustable - Each shelf of our shoe rack can be

easily disassembled to accommodate various occasions. You can

customize the number of tiers based on your storage requirements and

available space. Moreover, removing one layer allows you to store high-

top shoes, boots, and heels without causing any bending. It can be

placed in closets, entryways, doorways, corridors, and more, making your

home spacious and tidy.

User-Friendly - Our Randy & Travis shoe organiser is designed for easy

assembly and disassembly. It includes all the necessary tools and an

installation manual to ensure a hassle-free setup. To prevent the shoe

rack from loosening, make sure all parts are tightly secured without any

gaps.

Say goodbye to cluttered floors and welcome a tidier, more organized

living space with our convenient and stylish shoe rack!

Specifications:Specifications:

Material: Metal and plastic
Colour: Black
Product Dimensions 90 (L) x 31 (W) x 185cm (H)
Assembly Required: Yes
Number of Items 1
Assembly manual included
Installation Type: Freestanding
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